Stepping statistics of single HIV-1 reverse transcriptase molecules during DNA polymerization.
DNA polymerases are protein machines that processively incorporate complimentary nucleotides into a growing double-stranded DNA (ds-DNA). Single-base nucleotide incorporation rates have been determined by stalling and restarting various polymerases, but intrinsic processive rates have been difficult to obtain, particularly for polymerases with low processivity, such as the human immunodeficiency virus type 1 reverse transcriptase (HIV RT) polymerase. Here we find, using a new fluorescence-based single-molecule polymerization assay, that the intrinsic processive DNA-dependent polymerization of HIV RT is approximately Poissionian (i.e. each nucleotide is added sequentially) with a rate of about 100 bases per second at 21 degrees C. From the same experiments, based on the stepping statistics of polymerization, we also estimate the rates for HIV RT early termination and final release of completely replicated primer-template DNA. In addition, by measuring the rate of polymerization as a function of temperature, we have estimated the activation energy for processive nucleotide incorporation.